
Run no:-  1700, Thursday 23 October 2014 

Hare:- Vichai Cool and No Good Boyo 
Location:- Samut Songkram 

Scribe:-  

An adventurous, but easily reached, location at Samut Songkhram for the auspicious 1700 run was 

selected by Vichai together celebrating Piya’s 1700th birthday. Baan Maichailan is a well appointed 

and reasonably priced resort in amongst the mangrove of the MaaNaam Mahkrong’s spreading delta. 

Folks turned up at various times on Wednesday the first being Miles and Simon the last struggling in 

were Anders and Red hot lips. All gathered round the array of beer coolers some supplied by the 

enduring Nibbles. The Kitchen was kept open for the earlier arrivals but later ones fared well on 

Sizzlers barbequed chicken and pork bits. 

After some concerted imbibing, a remarkably sensible gathering of hashers packed up and offed to the 

stilted bungalows some retreating a little earlier so as not to disturb the rest of us with their bull frog 

displays. 

Shortly after retiring, the heavens opened providing a remarkable amount of water in heavy monsoon 

sheets wiping out Vichai’s preset trail and creating an interesting surface to attempt to run on the 

following day. It did however drown out bullfrog noises …or so the critters thought. 

Dawn broke with well drained skies and a few true blue Buddhists making merit by feeding the 

monks. Then the rest of us. A bountiful breakfast filled our bellies to ensure an uncomfortable run 

with fish soup, cold eggs and fluorescent jammed toast being entertained to an unusual form of food 

blending. 

Fortunately, the slippery sludge brought the entire crew, given that we appeared to be at sea in a sticky 

grey swollen mass, to a careful walk on Vichai’s trail reset at 5.30 am. The first hurdle came early on, 

a bamboo bridge with a meagre handrail in the centre section only. This caused an immediate crisis to 

the proceedings. Ambrose gallantly ditched himself into the undergrowth beneath the bridge to give a 

supporting hand to those whose centre of gravity allowed them to pass including the intrepid Japanese 

sprogs. 

A few, less willing to gamble broken arms, legs and necks against the status of having crossed a well 

greased set of bamboo poles, set off back to the alternative safer route. This turned out to be even 

more dangerous after heaven had dropped its wet linen overnight on the levees of silt with speedy Ed 

sinking up to his armpits in no time at all. Thus the run turned into a walk for most. 

The bridge crossers and others, safe and not sorry, soon intersected after the Wat. 

The walk-run continued along a reasonably adventurous and interesting but not too difficult trail 

through back yards full of cockle, the main marine farming of the region, shells still embedded in our 

soles as we washed our runners later. Often locals would try to direct us to a drier route not grasping 

the nature of a hash. 

Finally back to the ON ON. Commemorative T shirts were distributed with all sorts of comments and 

charges enough to run into the secondary adventure prior to an marine lunch. Happy birthday towels 

also were generously handed out. The main Down Down was the two young Japanese hashers who 

were ahead of many of the longer legged ones. Mind you, we were all feeling 2 inches (5 cm) taller 

after the run. The additional height gained from adhering silt mud to our treads, enough collectively to 

refill on of the ‘bungs’ nearby. 

Clambering into the resort’s boat, we set off with prepared young mangrove trees to plant which 

would assist maintaining the mangrove. Beer continued to flow as we weaved through the bamboo 

fenced cockle fields to an inlet of the special recovery zone of the mangrove. Bananas were distributed 

to feed the mangrove monkey population however many hashers thought they were the monkeys. At 

the sound of the boat, well trained macaques advanced light footed to the shore ready for some fast 

farang food. Fast as the bananas were hurled towards the monkeys some who seemed to have taken 

diving lessons to recover the sunken treasures. 



Shoeless, to prevent the silt mud suction claiming them as irrecoverable prizes for the mangrove 

leprechauns, about ten hardy hashers slithered and squelched up the slippery slope to plant the young 

ones near the projects name plaque. Some got so deeply sucked in to the point of being in danger of 

being overcome by the advancing boat. 

After a great deal of merriment and facial massages being given, especially to those in most need, all 

safely cleaned up sufficiently to let their slimey feet grip the smooth ladder steps, it was off to lunch. 

And what a lunch it was. Further out through the marine highway of fenced off mussel farms, we 

moored next the stilted restaurant. Up we went to the squattest of squat seats (for farang, some who 

triple tiered them) to a delicious seafood banquet. Tom yam talay, fried fish, crab, cockles, tot man 

kung and other fishy things were washed down as beer and wine flowed freely until a bottle of wine 

with the ancient traditional cork was encountered …but no cork opener. After a shudder of doom 

passed through the wine drinkers, a good whack over its neck saw the wine, without glass splinters or 

cork bits, flow safely down the necks of whimpering winos. 

Time for a paddle. Not on the beach, you sons and daughters of beaches, kayak paddling. Off a few 

went across the still bay of cockles. It seems most if not all, finally returned. Time for home, Baan 

Maichailan for a final shower and a redistribution of passengers to attending vehicles just in time to 

catch the returning traffic jams. Small accidents assisting delay, fortunately to none of our party who 

made is safely and happily back to the big smoke. 

Thanks to Vichai and Piya, I am sure from all, for a wonderful breath of fresh air to a seldom visited 

yet not distant part of Samut Songkhram and Petchaburi.  


